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3. Block Buster
Cross out each of the words that fi t with one of the clues. You will be left with one word that doesn’t fi t; this is your 
answer.

Clues
a. celestial bodies
b.  Terms to do with the Moon.
c.  Earth’s key features for life.

Answer

gravity the Sun the tides asteroids Venus tectonic plates

2. Six Word Scramble

Word Games

          Constel
lat

ions

1. Terminology Tornado
Using the following science term, see how many words of 3 or more letters you can make in 10 minutes.

PointsPoints
3-4 letters = 1 point3-4 letters = 1 point
5+ letters = 2 points5+ letters = 2 points

ScoresScores
0-5 points = awful0-5 points = awful
6-10 = average6-10 = average
10+ = amazing10+ = amazing

waning Neptune comets new Saturn neap tides

space travel Jupiter the Moon temperature meteoroids spring tides

crescent water waxing magnetic fi eld gibbous atmosphere

Use the clues to work out what the 6 key science words are and then spell the word in the grid by colouring in the 
squares that make up the word. Use different colours for each answer.

TY EC GHT IG

NI ING ITE MET

EOR GR SE WE

HT LIP SPR AVI

Clues
a. This is a very high, high tide. (6)  __________  
b.  When one celestial body shadows another celestial body. (7) __________  
c.  Mass multiplied by gravity. (6) __________  
d.  A meteoroid that hits the surface of the Earth. (9) __________  
e.  This occurs when the Earth is facing away from the Sun. (5) __________  
f. An important force that is relative to the size of the object. (7) __________  
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4. Lingo Lattice
All of the answers to the questions are in the lattice below, either as a word or picture. Once you have found each 
one, there will be one left over, this is the fi nal answer.

Questions
1. Which is showing a solar eclipse?
2. Which is the term for an object that orbits a celestial 

body?
3. Which is showing Summer in the Southern Hemisphere?
4. Which is showing a full moon?
5. Which has gravity 119% greater than Earth?
6. Which is a constellation common in southern skies? 
7. Which is produced when a supergiant explodes and 

collapses? 
8. Which is produced when the Earth casts a shadow onto 

the Moon from the Sun?
9. Where is a star made?
10. Which is the longest or shortest day of the year?
11. Which is the amount of matter an object is made of?

Final Answer

solstice neap tide

nebula Neptune

satellite black hole

mass lunar eclipse

5. Crossword
11 22 33 44 55

66

77

88

99

1010

1111

Across
1. The planet with the most moons and gravity.
4. The length of time for the Earth to orbit the Sun is one 
 ____.
6. The time taken for Earth to spin once on its axis is 
 ______ ____ hours.
10. When the Moon is decreasing in illumination.
11. The name of a star when it fi rst forms.

Down
2.  The Moon ________ the Sun’s light.
3. Our galaxy is called the _____ ___. (2 words.)
5. This is found between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. 

(2 words.)
7. The lighter, outer-shadow cast by the Earth or Moon.
8. When the day and night are of near equal length.
9. This is needed for life and comes from the Sun, planets’ 

and Earth’s core.
10. When the Moon is increasing in illumination.




